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We characterize the Moufang hexagons in characteristic 2 by requiring that
certain sets of points (defined by distances from other objects) are nonempty.
Together with a known result for quadrangles, we obtain a common combinatorial
characterization of the symplectic quadrangles over an arbitrary finite field and the
classical hexagons over a field of characteristic 2 amongst all finite generalized
polygons.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A finite generalized polygon of order (s, t), 1<s, t<, is a point-line
incidence geometry whose incidence graph has girth 2n and diameter n, for
some natural number n, n2 (in which case we also speak about a
generalized n-gon), such that there are exactly s+1 points incident with
any line, and t+1 lines incident with any point. We have excluded the
trivial case s=t=1 and the cases t=1 or s=1 which can be reduced to
the case s, t>1 by considering an appropriate generalized n2-gon.
Generalized polygons were introduced by Tits [7]. For an extensive survey
including most proofs, we refer the reader to Van Maldeghem [9]. For the
finite case, with emphasis on the generalized quadrangles see Thas [5]. For
finite generalized quadrangles, see Payne and Thas [2].
In this paper, we are only concerned with generalized n-gons with n even.
Also, a generalized digon is readily seen to be a trivial geometry in which
every point is incident with every line, hence we assume n3. The
celebrated theorem of Feit and Higman [1] states that finite generalized
n-gons of order (s, t), with s, t>1, only exist for n=3, 4, 6, 8. Hence in this
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and octagons (n=8). Moreover, in the case of generalized octagons of
order (s, t), it follows from loc. cit. that s{t.
For each of the cases n=4, 6, 8, there are so-called classical examples,
which serve as standard examples, but which are also characterized by a
group-theoretical condition. For the aim of the present paper, it suffices to
mention that these (finite) classical examples are the ones arising naturally
from a (finite) Chevalley group of rank 2 (including the Ree groups in
characteristic 2) by taking as points and lines the (left) cosets of the two
respective maximal parabolic subgroups with respect to a fixed Borel sub-
group (and a point and a line are incident if the corresponding cosets have
nonempty intersection). These polygons can be described geometrically as
follows:
1. The symplectic quadrangle W(q): This is the geometry of totally
isotropic points and lines of a symplectic polarity in PG(3, q). Here,
(s, t)=(q, q).
2. The orthogonal quadrangles Q(4, q) and Q(5, q): These are the
geometries of points and lines of non-degenerate quadrics of projective
Witt index 1 in respectively PG(4, q) and PG(5, q). Here (s, t)=(q, q) for
Q(4, q), and (s, t)=(q, q2) for Q(5, q). Also, Q(4, q) is dual to W(q), i.e.,
interchanging the names point and line in W(q), one obtains Q(4, q).
3. The Hermitian quadrangles H(3, q2) and H(4, q2): These are the
geometries of points and lines of Hermitian varieties of projective Witt
index 1 in respectively PG(3, q2) and PG(4, q2). Here the orders are respec-
tively (q2, q) and (q2, q3). Moreover, H(3, q2) is dual to Q(5, q).
4. The split Cayley hexagon H(q): This is the geometry of absolute
points and lines of a triality of type (I.1) on the triality quadric Q+(7, q)
(in PG(7, q)). It has a representation on the quadric Q(6, q) in PG(6, q).
Its order is (q, q).
5. The twisted triality hexagon T(q3, q): This is the geometry of
absolute points and lines of a triality of type (I, q) on the triality quadric
Q+(7, q3). It has order (q3, q). Its dual is denoted by T(q, q3).
6. Finally, the ReeTits octagon O(q) is the geometry of absolute
points and lines of any polarity in a metasymplectic space over the field
GF(q), q=22e+1, having at least one absolute point or line. Here the order
is (q, q2).
Let 1 be any generalized polygon. For any point x, we denote by 1i (x)
the set of elements of 1 at distance i from x (measured in the incidence
graph; we denote that distance function by $). Dually, we will use the
notation 1 j (L) for a line L. We now have the following known result, see
Van Maldeghem [9, (6.7.4)]:
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Theorem. Let 1 be a finite generalized 2m-gon of order (s, t), with
st2. Then 1 is isomorphic to W(q) or to H(q) if and only if 12m&2(x)
& 12m&2( y) & 12(z) is nonempty for all points x, y, z of 1.
In this note, we look at the situation where 12m&2(x) & 1m(u) &
1m(w){<, for any point x and any two elements u, w (where u and w
are points if m is even, and u, w are lines if m is odd; these are the only
cases which make sense). Of course, for generalized quadrangles, m=2 and
we are back to the situation of the theorem above. This also shows that an
additional condition on the order, namely, st, will be required. But it is
a little surprising that for generalized hexagons no such hypothesis is
needed. In fact, there is an infinite version of our results, and we will come
back to that at the end of the present paper.
We will prove the following two principal results.
Theorem 1. Let 1 be a finite generalized hexagon. Then 1 is isomorphic
to H(q) or to T(q3, q), both with q even, if and only if 14(x) & 13(L) &
13(M) is nonempty for any point x and any pair of lines L, M of 1.
Theorem 2. Let 1 be a finite generalized 2m-gon of order (s, t), with
st2. Then 1 is isomorphic to W(q), to H(q$), or to T(q$3, q$), with q$
even, if and only if 12m&2(x) & 1m(u) & 1m(w) is nonempty for any
point x, and for any pair of elements u, w, with u, w points if m is even,
and u, w lines if m is odd.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we gather the notation and known results that we will use
in order to prove our two main theorems.
Let x, y be two points of a generalized 2m-gon 1. If $(x, y)=2m, then
we say that x and y are opposite. If x and y are two opposite points, then
the set x y[ j] , 2 jm, is the set of elements which are at distance j from
x and at distance 2m& j from y. If j=2, then we simplify the notation and
write x y[2]=x
y. A point x is called distance j-regular if for all points y, z
opposite x, the condition |x y[ j] & x
z




[ j] . If all points
of 1 are distance-j-regular, then we say that 1 is distance-j-regular. The
following results are well-known.
Result 1 (Ronan [4]). If a finite generalized hexagon is distance-
2-regular, then it is distance-3-regular as well and it is a classical hexagon
isomorphic to H(q) or to T(q3, q), for some prime power q.
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Result 2 (Van Maldeghem [8]). A finite generalized octagon can never
be distance-2-regular, nor distance-3-regular.
Now let 1 be a generalized 2m-gon. Let 2i jm. Let x be any point.
An (i, j)-intersection set S with respect to x is a set x y[i] & x
z
[i] , where y and
z are opposite x, where |x y[ j] & x
z
[ j] |2 and where | y
x
[ j] & z
x
[ j] |=1 if
j<m. Note that, if (s, t) is the order of 1, then 2|S|t+1. This defini-
tion is a generalization of a modified version of Ronan’s intersection sets in
[4]. Slightly generalizing the main result if loc. cit., we obtain (restricting
ourselves to the finite case):
Result 3 (Ronan [4], Van Maldeghem [9]). If in a finite generalized
hexagon all (2, j)-intersection sets with respect to some point x have size
t+1, for j=2, 3, then the point x is distance-2-regular.
One of our tasks will be to generalize this result to octagons. In fact,
dropping the finiteness condition, one can generalize this to an arbitrary
generalized polygon. We will state this general result as Lemma 1 below.
If u and w are two non-opposite elements of 1, then there is a unique
element incident with w and at distance $(u, w)&1 from u. We denote
that element by projw u and call it the projection of u onto w. The incidence
relation in 1 is usually denoted by I, and 11(w) is the set of elements of
1 incident with w. Furthermore, if $(x, y)=4 in a generalized n-gon with
n>4, then there is a unique point z collinear with both x and y and we
denote z=x  y.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
If 1 is isomorphic to H(q) or to T(q3, q) with q even, then by Thas and
Van Maldeghem [6], 1 has the property mentioned (noting that the
condition is trivial for L not opposite M).
So, from now on, we assume that 1 is a finite generalized hexagon with
the property that 1 4(x) & 13(L) & 13(M) is nonempty for any point
x, and for any two lines L, M. Let (s, t) be the order of 1.
So let L and M be two opposite lines, and let x, y, z # LM[3] , x{ y{
z{x. Let N # x y[3] , M{N{L. Let z$=projM z, M$=projz$ N, z"=projN z$,
and N$=projz" z$. Consider the projection of LM[3] onto the line N$.
Since z" is the image of at least two points (namely x and y), this projec-
tion is not injective, hence it cannot be surjective and so if N$ is at distance
5 from every element of LM[3] , then there is a point w on N$ which is
opposite every point of LM[3] , a contradiction. Hence N$ is at distance 3
from some element u of LM[3] . But if u{z, then u and z$  z" are clearly
opposite, contradicting the fact that z$  z" is incident with N$. Hence u=z
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and M$=zz$. We have shown that the line zz$=projz M is at distance 4
from N. Similarly, the line projz L is at distance 4 from N, implying that
z is at distance 3 from N. Hence 1 is distance 3 regular. In particular, all
(2, 3)-intersection sets have size t+1.
Now we show that all (2, 2)-intersection sets have size t+1. Let, with
the above notation, a be the projection of y onto L. Let La be any line
through a, ay{La {L. Let cN be the element of xy on N, and define cL ,
cM similarly. Let b be the projection of cN on La . Let c$M be the projection
of b onto xcM . It suffices to show that cM=c$M . Let y$ be the projection
of y onto projc$M b. We know that y${c$M . Hence the projection y" of y$
onto L is distinct from both a and cL . Let d= y$  y". The point y$ is at
distance 4 from the two points x and y of LM[3] ; hence, if dy$ were at
distance 5 from every element of LM[3] , then there would be a point on dy$
opposite every point of LM[3] , a contradiction. Hence we may assume that
dy$ is at distance 3 from z. If projL z{ y", then we have clearly a pentagon
z, z  y$, d, y", y"  z.
Hence z is incident with y"d. By the distance-3-regularity, d is at distance
3 from the line N$ incident with cN and cN  b. Similarly, z is at distance
3 from N. Consequently the line zd is at distance 4 from both N and N$
(which meet in cN), and it is collinear with L. There is only one line in 1
satisfying these conditions, and that is xcL . But this now implies that
c$M=cM and all (2, 2)-intersection sets have size t+1. So, by Result 3, all
points are distance-2-regular, and hence by Result 1, 1 is a finite Moufang
hexagon isomorphic to H(q) or to T(q3, q). By Thas and Van Maldeghem
[9], q is even.
The theorem is proved. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Lemma 1. Let 1 be an arbitrary generalized 2m-gon, m2, let x be a
point of 1, and let 2im. Then x is distance-i-regular if and only if the
projection onto x of every (i, j)-intersection set with respect to x is surjective
onto 11(x), for i jm. If there are a finite number t+1 of lines through
x, then this condition is equivalent to saying that every (i, j)-intersection set
with respect to x has size t+1, with i jm.
Proof. It is clear that, if x is distance-i-regular, then the projection onto
x of every (i, j)-intersection set with respect to x is surjective onto 11(x),
for i jm. Now suppose that the latter condition is satisfied and let y
and z be two points opposite x with |x y[i] & x
z
[i]|2. Let u0 and w0 be
two distinct elements of x y[i] & x
z
[i] and define the elements uk and wk ,
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0k2m&i, as uk Iuk+1 and wk Iwk+1, 0k<2m&i, with u2m&i=
w2n&i= y. Similarly, define the elements vk and rk , 0k2m&i, as
vk Ivk+1 and rk Irk+1 , 0k<2m&i, with v0=u0 , r0=w0 and u2m&i=
w2n&i=z. We claim that, in order to prove that x y[i]=x
z
[i] , we may assume
that, if wk=rk for some k, 0k<2m&2i, then wk+1=rk+1. Indeed, sup-
pose that wk=rk . Since wk is opposite u2m&2i&k , there is a unique chain
rk+1 Ir$k+2 I } } } Ir$2m&i= y$=v$2m&i Iv$2m&i&1 I } } } Iv$2m&2i&k=u2m&2i&k .
Since x y[i] & x
y$
[i] is an (i, i+k)-intersection set with respect to x, we may
replace y by y$ and the claim follows. Consequently we may assume that
w2m&2i=r2m&2i . But then x y[i] & x
z
[i] is an (i, i)-intersection set with respect
to x, hence it is now easily seen that x y[i]=x
z
[i] . The lemma follows. K
In order to prove Theorem 2, we clearly only have to deal with m=4,
i.e., the case of finite generalized octagons. This will follow from the
following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let 1 be a finite generalized octagon of order (s, t) with
st2. Then 1 is distance-3-regular if 16(x) & 14( y) & 14(z) is non-
empty for all points x, y, z of 1.
Proof. Let x be any point of 1. We first show that x is distance-
4-regular, or equivalently, that all (4, 4)-intersection sets with respect to x
have size t+1. So let y and z be opposite x and u, v # x y[4] & x
z
[4] , u{v.
Let L be any line through x and let y$=projL y, z$=projL z. We show that
y$=z$ and projy$ y=projz$ z. Suppose by way of contradiction that y${z$.
Let r be the unique point collinear with z and at distance 4 from z$.
Suppose that all elements of x y[4] are at distance 6 from r. If we project
all points of x y[4] which are at distance 6 from r onto r, then, since
|x y[4] |=t+1=|11(r)|, and since v and u are projected onto the same
element, we see that there is at least one line N through r which lies at dis-
tance 7 from all those points, and hence from every element of x y[4] . Since
t<s, the projection of x y[4] onto N cannot be surjective, hence there is a
point on N opposite every element of x y[4] , a contradiction. Consequently
there is a point w of x y[4] at distance 4 from r. If projx w{xy$, then we
obtain a closed path containing r, w, x, z$ of length <14 (measured in the
incidence graph), a contradiction. Hence wIprojy$ y. Now $(r, w)4
implies that y$=z$ and projy$ y=projz$ z. Interchanging the roles of y
and x, we immediately see now that r  y$=w, and hence x is distance-
4-regular.
Now we show that all (3, 3)-intersection sets with respect to x have size
t+1. Let again y and z be opposite x, let M be a line at distance 3 from
x and 5 from both y and z, with projM y{projM z; let L be at distance 5
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from x and 3 from both y and z. Let K be any line through x and put
y$=projK y and z$=projK z. Suppose by way of contradiction that y${z$.
Consider the line N at distance 3 from both z and z$. As before, N cannot
be at distance 7 from all elements of x y[4] , hence it is at distance 5 from
some element w # x y[4] . This however creates an ordinary j-gon, with j7
unless projx w=xz$, in which case we also have z$=x  w= y$. Put
Nz=projz$ z and Ny=projy$ y. We now show that Ny=Nz , which will
complete the proof of the lemma in view of Lemma 1.
Suppose by way of contradiction that Ny {Nz . Let a be any point inci-
dent with Nz , a{z$, and let a$ be the projection of a onto projy M. Let La
be the line at distance 3 from both a and a$. As before, La is not at distance
7 from every element of x y[4] . But similarly to the above, this leads to a
contradiction unless $(La , w)5, where w=projM y. Consequently a$ is
the unique point on projy M at distance 6 from x. This contradicts the
arbitrary choice of a. We conclude that Ny=Nz . K
5. SOME ADDITIONAL REMARKS
1. The foregoing results show once again that the ReeTits octagons
play a special role in the theory of finite generalized polygons. Indeed, in
Theorem 2, the finite classical hexagons over a field of characteristic 2 are
characterized, while the assumptions kill every finite octagon despite the
fact that the ReeTits octagons too are defined over a field of characteristic 2.
2. There are various ways in which one could try to generalize the
results of the present paper to the infinite case. For general m, we did not
succeed in finding a nice condition that forces 2m6. However, if one
restricts to 2m=6, then without notable change in the proof, one can
generalize Theorem 1 as follows (without going into details about the
so-called Moufang hexagons.
Theorem 3. Let 1 be a generalized hexagon, not necessarily finite.
Suppose that for any point x and any two lines L, M we have that 14(x) &
13(L) & 13(M) is nonempty. Suppose moreover that if L, M are opposite,
and N is a line at distance 5 from all elements of 13(L) & 13(M), then the
projection of 13(L) & 13(M) onto N is injective whenever it is surjective.
Then 1 is a distance-2-regular hexagon and hence a Moufang hexagon.
In the infinite case, the condition stated in the previous theorem does not
exclusively characterize the characteristic 2 case. Restricting ourselves to
the infinite split Cayley hexagons, one can easily and directly show that
exactly the perfect fields of characteristic 2 and the quadratically closed
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fields of characteristic {2 are such that the corresponding split Cayley
hexagon satisfies the condition of Theorem 3. For other types of Moufang
hexagons, the condition on the underlying field becomes more involved.
3. To our knowledge, the characterizations given in this paper are
the first combinatorial ones that characterize exactly all finite classical
hexagons over a field of characteristic 2. A similar result for classical
quadrangles is not available.
4. One could generalize the condition of Theorem 1 to finite
octagons 1 of order (s, t) as follows: for any point x and any two lines
L, M, the set 16(x) & 13(L) & 15(M) is nonempty. Essentially using
the same techniques one can show that st and that in the dual of 1
(which has order (t, s)) all (2, j)-intersection sets have size s+1 for j=3, 4.
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